
Consumer
—

An organism that gets energy from eating
another organism
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Food

What animals eat to get energy
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Food Chain

A path of energy transfer from one organism to
another
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Food Web
" \

An interconnected set of food chains

J
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Fungi

A type of organism that can break down just 
about any type of organic matter 

They can be large, like mushrooms, or small, like
tiny pieces of mold.)
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Energy Transfer

Upright Pyramid of Biomass in a Terrestrial Ecosystem

Transfer of energy from the Sun through the 
different levels in the ecosystem.
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Environment

The space and all the living and nonliving things
around an organism
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Population

All of the interacting members of a species in a
single area

J
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Thrive

To grow well or strong
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Food Webs
Connecting With Your Child

Observing Ecosystem Food Webs on a Nature Walk

To help your child learn more about relationships in food webs, go on a nature walk around your 
neighborhood or school. First, ask your child to list the different trophic levels found in food webs. 
Then have your child identify and record the trophic level(s) of each organism you observe on the 
walk.

Some common examples include trees and grasses (producers), insects and rabbits (primary 
consumers), smaller birds (secondary consumers), and snakes (tertiary consumers). You might 
also ask your child to look for decomposers by searching for mushrooms and even lifting up 
rocks and logs.

Many insects that live under rocks and logs break down dead leaves and tree limbs and return 
some of the nutrients from these plant parts to the soil. Remind your child that the unaided eye 
cannot see many decomposers, such as bacteria.

If your child is not sure about each organism’s role, such as producer, primary consumer, 
secondary consumer, or decomposer, suggest recording the names and drawing sketches or 
taking photographs of the organisms.

During the trip, encourage your child to gather as much information about each role that the 
organisms play in that food web. After returning home, your child can conduct additional research 
on the energy transfer in an ecosystem.

Once all of the information has been gathered and recorded, have your child draw a food web for 
the organisms you observed. If possible, take your child on a trip to a zoo or nature park and 
repeat the activity.
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Reading Science

Name:

L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Date:

Let’s Farm Some Shrimp!

1 All living things must eat, and 

most living things are eaten by 

bigger things. The way 

organisms get food is linked in a 

sort of chain (and sometimes a 

web). This chain of life is called 

the food chain.

2 Food chains, food webs, and 

energy pyramids all explain 

these eat-or-be-eaten relationships. Meet farmer Jacob Adamson. He is an 

aquaculture technician. That just means he grows shrimp in large outdoor 

earthen tanks. Aqua means water, and culture means cultivate or grow. Mr. 

Adamson must know all about food chains, food webs, and energy pyramids to 

make his shrimp farm successful.

3 Wild shrimp are close to the bottom of the food chain. Many animals like to eat 

shrimp, so it is a prey to many animals. The shrimp must also eat, so it is also a 

predator. When they are young, shrimp eat plankton, which are plants. A plant is 

a producer, because it uses energy from the Sun to make its own food. As they 

grow bigger, shrimp eat small worms, mollusks, and fish. Mr. Adamson must feed 

his shrimp the right things to eat so they can grow. He must keep plankton, 

worms, small mollusks, and small fish for them.
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L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Reading Science

4 Mr. Adamson also must keep predators out of his tanks. In the water, bigger 

shrimp, fish, and crabs are predators of shrimp. Ocean mammals, land 

mammals, and many birds also catch and eat shrimp. The pink flamingo gets its 

pink color from eating shrimp. The flamingo has a beak that can scoop shrimp 

out of the water. Roseate spoonbills also like to eat shrimp. Small birds wade into 

the shallows for small young shrimp. Large herons wade into deeper water to 

catch them. Pelicans scoop shrimp up when shrimp are close to the surface. All 

of these organisms can get to the outdoor tanks on the farm. Mr. Adamson must 

know how to protect his shrimp farm. If he does not, these predators will eat all 

his profits.

5 While all of these animals like shrimp, most aquaculture shrimp are eaten by 

people. Mr. Adamson will sometimes take shrimp home to his family. Everybody 

likes shrimp from the wild or from a farm. That appetite is what makes a food 

chain.
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Reading Science

L.t).atJ i-ood webs
L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

1 Where are people in the shrimp food chain?

A. Close to the very bottom

B. About the middle

C. Close to the top

D. At the very bottom

2 What is the main point of the reading passage “Let’s Farm Some Shrimp”?

A. Shrimp are part of nature’s food chain.

B. Shrimp have very specialized diets and will not eat a variety of foods.

C. Aquaculture is not a profitable business.

D. Few birds or other animals eat shrimp.

3 Which of the following statements is true about aquaculture?

A. An aquaculturist can throw some young shrimp in a pond, and they will take 

care of themselves.

B. It means “cultivating small acreages of land.”

C. An aquaculturist must tend to the tanks carefully to make sure predators do 

not eat the shrimp.

D. The tanks are large aquariums built in warehouses.

4 The main point of Paragraph 4 is that-

A. wild shrimp are close to the bottom of the food chain.

B. Mr. Adamson needs to keep predators out of his tanks.

C. Mr. Adamson is an aquaculture technician.

D. most aquaculture shrimp are eaten by people.
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L.5.3B Food Webs
L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Reading Science

5 What are plankton?

A. Producers

B. Consumers

C. Decomposers

D. Humans

©  Accelerate Learning Inc. * All Rights Reserved
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U . W . V / L J  ■D Multiple Choice
L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Name:_____________________________  Date:

1 The main requirement for a diverse ecosystem is that-

A new species that compete with existing species are continually 
introduced.

B there are enough resources to support many types of 
organisms.

C the number of animal species is greater than the number of 
plant species.

D none of the organisms present are consuming other organisms
to meet their needs.

1



Multiple Choice L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

2 Which of the following would be most likely to cause the rapid 
disruption of an ecosystem?

A The introduction of a new species 

B A gradual change in temperature 

C Varying rainfall from season to season 

D One kind of organism preying on another

© Accelerate Learning Inc. - All Rights Reserved
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Multiple Choice L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

3 Which of the following characteristics is shared by both primary and 
secondary consumers?

A They use the Sun’s radiant energy to produce food. 

B They are the first step in any food chain diagram.

C They eat only plants to gain needed energy.

D They gain energy by eating other living things.

3
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L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

4 This is a diagram of a prairie food web.

Trees & Grasses

If the deer population is reduced, which of the following organisms 
will be affected by the reduction in the amount of energy provided by 
deer in this ecosystem?

A Rabbit

B Mountain lion

C Mouse

D Hawk

4
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o  Multiple Choice
L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

5 Humans introduced the aggressive South American cane toad to 
Australia. Information about the cane toad is provided in the table.

Cane Toads Description

Length 10-15 cm

Defense mechanism Toxic skin

Habitat Dry land

Life expectancy 10-15 years

Diet Small birds, invertebrates, reptiles and 
rodents

According to the information in the table, the native organisms that will 
be negatively affected by competition with cane toads are those that-

A eat reptiles.

B hunt from the air.

C live in the water.

D are longer than 15 cm.

®  Accelerate Learning Inc, - AH Rights Reserved
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Open-Ended Response

Name:______ _ Date:

1. Compare and contrast a rain forest ecosystem and a desert ecosystem. Be sure 
to include characteristics of the ecosystems and the types of organisms they 
support.

TROPICAL RAIN FOREST DESERT
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Open-Ended Response

2. Create and draw a food chain. Make sure to include and label producers, 
consumers, and decomposers. Use arrows to show how the energy flows and 
explain how each organism in the food chain gets energy.



L.o.Jts rooa vveDs

Open-Ended Response

3. Zebra mussels that live in Lake Michigan are considered to be an invasive 
species. Zebra mussels compete with the native mussels for food, space, and 
oxygen and are reproducing twice as fast as the native mussels, which can be a 
huge problem. What do you think will happen to the ecosystem in Lake Michigan 
as a result?

4. Look at the food web. Where would humans belong on this food web? How 
would humans impact the ecosystem?
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Claim-Evidence-Reasoning
Name;_________________

L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Date:

Scenario:
Energy is one basic need of plants and animals. Plants get this energy from the 
Sun. Animals get this energy through the food they eat. The food web below 
shows how energy is transferred between organisms in an ecosystem from the 
Sun to the food they eat.

Prompt:
Write a scientific explanation describing how energy is transferred among 
consumers, producers, and decomposers.

© A ccelerate Learning Inc, - All Rights Reserved
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Claim-Evidence-Reasoning
L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Claim:

Evidence:

Reasoning:

© A ccelerate Learning Inc, - All Rights Reserved
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Claim-Evidence-Reasoning
L.5.3 Ecology and Interdependence

Rubric for Writing a Scientific Explanation

Points Awarded 2 1 0

Claim Made an accurate 
and complete claim

Made a claim that 
was inaccurate or 

incomplete

Did not make a 
claim

Evidence Provided two or 
more accurate 

pieces of evidence, 
used labels, and 

addressed 
variables

Provided one to two 
accurate pieces of 

evidence

Did not provide 
evidence or 

provided only 
inappropriate or 
vague evidence

Reasoning Connected the 
evidence to the 
claim and used 

scientific principles 
and vocabulary

Cited a reason that 
was inaccurate or 
did not support the 
claim; did not use 

scientific 
terminology or 

used it inaccurately 
in the reasoning

Did not connect the 
evidence to the 

claim

© Accelerate Learning Inc. - All Rights Reserved
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4/14/2020 Extensions | STEMscopes

L.5.3B Food Webs

Extensions
Food Webs w ith  Yarn
Have students become members of 3 typical food web while holding an image of a producer, consumer, scavenger, or decomposer. Be sure that one student begins 
the food web as the Sun, Get a big ball o f thick red yarn, and give it to  the Sun. That student holds on to the end of the yarn, extends some yarn, and tosses the yarn 
ball to  the plant producer in the web. The plant producer holds on to  some yarn, extends more yarn off the ball, and tosses it to a plant-consuming animal. Since 
there are many food chains in a food web, at that point, stop the action, and have a second color of yarn begin at the Sun. Allow that yarn to be tossed to a different 
plant In the food web and then to a different plant eater. Alternate between extending the first color and the second color. Together, the chains make up a food 
web. Realistically, a specific plant producer may be eaten by many plant eaters, and in turn, a specific plant eater may be food for several carnivores, and so on. A 
true food web is very complicated. Ask students what the yarn represents (energy starting with the Sun and being transferred from one organism to another in 
the food web).

Food Web File Folder Games
Each partner, group, or team creates a food web file folder game by opening the file folder and creating a pathway with shapes that are glued or drawn. Include a 
starting point and a finishing point. There should be 20 or 30 spaces in the path. Students can draw the path in a zigzag, in spirals, back and forth, etc. The 
background of the file folder should be decorated to be a specific habitat, such as an ocean or a desert. The team names the game. Each team member makes four 
playing cards each. On each card, the student writes three parts of a food web for that habitat but leaves out the middle part, drawing a blank line in the middle. 
Students should put several possible answers on the back because in a food web more than one organism might eat that food. For example, one card might have 
“seeds, . snake,' An acceptable answer could be a mouse or insect. The team should shuffle the cards and put them all in the center. Each player should make
a marker by drawing an animal from that habitat on a small piece of paper and taping it to an inverted bulldog clip. The black part should be down, and the two 
metal handles should stick up (holding the taped image). The first player draws a card and tries to  guess the missing food web name. If correct, he or she throws the 
dice and moves that number of spaces. If incorrect, the player loses a turn but stays where he or she is. The game continues until one player arrives at the finish 
line or until the cards run out. Teams can switch habitats to  continue playing.

Draw/Think: Flowchart
Students create an illustrated flowchart to depict the relationships/flow of matter among organisms in a selected ecosystem.

Food Chain Relay
Divide students Into groups. Each group is assigned an action, such as hopping on one foot. Each group is also given cards for a food chain. (Include the Sun and 
specific producers, consumers, scavengers, and decomposers.) Group members must perform their actions while quickly putting the food chain together in the 
correct order. Which group will finish first?

Ecosystem in the Spotlight
Assign small student groups to  select an ecosystem to investigate and highlight. Ask students to develop one of the following: a diorama, an interactive mini
website, or a video. The media project shows and generally describes an ecosystem and also includes some details about its abiotic and biotic components. The 
ecosystem can be local or exist somewhere else in the world. Decide to either assign one type of media project for ail groups or allow groups to choose which type 
they prefer to  complete.
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